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ABSTRACT

This thesis covers the design, fabrication, and measurement results of a

micromachined electric field sensor. The sensor runs in three electrical modes of

operation through the expansion E2, where E = Em + Eo" and E = Eoct + 2*EAC EDC +

Eo.2. Measuring the response of each term, sensitivities of 7 .7kY lm, 0.3 lV/m, and

139V/m were found respectively.

The sensor uses electrostatic attraction to generate a force between a grounded

membrane and an external field source. This electrostatic force moves a 500 ¡rg sense

plate up in a square ratio to the magnitude of the electric field. By controlling the lengths

of springs supporting the membrane, fields up to 3MV/m could be measured.

The key advantage of this sensor over existing technology is it's small size, single

moving part, and potential for low cost yet robust manufactuling. While it's

disadvantage lies in the environmental protection required for the sense element.

For atmospheric field measurements for environmental and HVDC field sensing,

this design shows promise and is woth futher consideration.
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Ghapter l: INTRODUCTION

"..microtransducers, while relying on silicon technology, are quite different
from silicon IC devices. Electronic microtransducers involve a wealth of
physical effects beyond the closed world of electrical effects basic to IC
devices. Designing microtransducers requires in-depth knowledge of the
physics, chemistry, or biology of the targeted non-electrical sensor
input..."[1]

1.1 Desrcru Co¡¡rexr

This research idea comes from David Swatek at Manitoba Hydro. His idea was to

investigate using micromachining to see if this technology could overcome the reliability

and power consumption problems of existing equipment. As such, the goal of this thesis

is to demonstrate a proof of concept micromachined electric field sensor. If successful,

future development would likely include optimization, packaging, and field testing of the

sensor.

The goal of this research is to demonstrate an electrostatic force based

micromachined electric field sensor.

To do this, several objectives needed to be accomplished

1. Conceive a micromachining compatible measurement scheme.

2. Acquire information on micromachining, electric field measurement, thin-

film mechanics, and instrumentation electronics.

3. Design and fabricate the micromachjned parts.

4. Develop and assemble a test platform.

5. Determine meaningful tests to demonstrate the proof-of-concept.

6. Test and document the device.

The scope of this thesis is to lay the groundwork for developing a force based

electric field sensor. As such, the 6 objectives cited above have been met, culminating in

documentation through this thesis. However, optimization, packaging, and the creation

of a field ready sensor are challenges left for future engineers.



1.2 Deslct¡ PRoBLEM

1.2.1 OpEnnr¡ruc R¡ruce

As a ground referenced sensor, this device should detect atmospheric fields in an

outdoor environment. The reasonable operating environments range from nice sunny

days (200V/m) to lightening storm conditions (3MV/m). Because of its placement on/in

the ground, the fields are expected to be perpendicular to the plane of the sensor.

,+Q i+0\

Figure 1 - 1: Environmental conditions,200V/m<E<3MV/m.

1.2.2 AvereruT CoNDtloNS

An interesting problem for real world electric field sensors is ionic charge or a',flux

tube" under high voltage transmission lines. The transmission lines (AC and DC), often

operate under corona conditions, whereby the high electric field at the surface of the

conductor rips electlons off of atoms in the air, leaving positively charged air ions to

interact with the environment. These ions float down towards the earth, charging dust

and water moiecules in the air.
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Figure I - 2: Ion flux tube generated by an IIVDC line under corona.

"A corona discharge is a self-sustaining, partial breakdown of a gas

subjected to a highly divergent electric held such as that arising near fpoint
sources]. In such an arra¡gement, the electric held, Eo at the corona point is
considerably higher then elsewhere in the gap...

When positive voltages are applied to the point, negative ions and electrons
are accelerated towards the point while positive ions drift out of the
ionization zone and flow through the dríft zone towards the planer
electrode."[2]

Although the ion current is of the order of nanoamps, it causes an electrostatic

charge buildup on the surface of nearby insulators. Additionally, it reeks havoc on

electronics, ol charge sensitive induction probes, both of which require stable charge

distributions (voltages and currents) over time.

1.2.3 DesrneD TMPRovEMENTS

Field mills (section 2.3) are predominantly used in atmospheric field measurement.

However, these devices require the turning of an "earthed" chopper to modulate the DC

field into an AC one. The problems with this design are that the chopper has to be

rotated by a motor, and that excellent electrical contact is needed with the rotating shaft.

In practice, field mills require relatively large amounts of power and frequent

maintenance due to the gold filaments used wearing out quickly.



Covering Plate

t'"

"J*. 
, - 3: Basic field mill design.

In order to improve on existing field mill technology, this sensor should use

minimal power, and require zero or minimal maintenance over a period of several

months. Additionally to work outdoors, it must also be robust, withstanding dust,

weather, insects, and animals.

1.3 DoculvrENT LAYour

The next three chapters of this document are designed to bring a novice reader up to

speed on electrostatic sensing techniques (chapter 2), electrostatic and mechanical theory

(chapter 3), micromachining (chapter 4). The subsequent chapters deal with design

(chapter 5), measurement (chapter 6), and conclusions (chapters 7 and 8).

Sense Plate



Chapter 2: FIELD MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

This chapter focuses on electromechanical field measurement techniques (induction

probes, fìeld milis, and vibrating field probes). Electro-optic sensors are briefly

introduced, however they are less frequently used in the atmospheric field measurement

industry. For further information on this topic, you should consull Industrial

Electrostatics by Taylor and Secker or IEEE Standards 644 and l3O8 [2,3,4].

2.1 ENVIRONMENT

In the real world, humidity, dust, debris, and ìnsects all affect the operation of the

electric field sensor. An interesting example is a spider's web being laid across the

sensor surface [5]. The web can acquire its own charge and therefore bias the sensor

quite significantly.

"In order to make electric field measurements representing the unpeturbed
field at a given location, the area should be free, as much as possible, from
other power lines, towers, trees, fences, tall grass, or other inegularities. It
is preferred that the location be relatively flat. It should be noted that the
influence of vegetation on the electric field strength can be significant. In
general, field enhancement occuÌs near the top of isolated vegetation and
fìeld attenuation occurs near the sides. The field peturbation can depend
markedly on water content in the vegetation."l3]

Environmental concerns are not typically problems in a lab environment. However,

they are defining criteria in successful industrial design. Thus, all electric field sensors

and particularly micromachined ones need to address the sensor packaging and it's

potential interaction wilh the environment.

2.2 lt'loucrroN PRoBES

Induction probes are the basis of traditional electromechanical sensors. In these

devices, high impedance op-amps are used to measure a change in the voltage between

two capacitors caused by moving charge from one to the other (Figure 2 - 1). The top

capacitor (C,) is a sense plate whose sudace charge mirrors that of the external field. As



charge is drawn from the bottom capacitor (Cr) to the top, the voltage across (Cr) changes

Q=cI/'

i7_

--T**
_l_

-

i2,

---r--
I

__l_

-
Figure 2 - 1: Induction probe model.

Mathematically, this is represented as:

Q:C2v.,,, C

a=Q ylm
" t,eo{

C.E,= ,__Lv.,,, vlm
L¡c0J r

V =Ê'EoA 
' 'C,

(2.r)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)



Annular guard

Sensing su rface

Am p lifier

Figure 2 - 2: Induction probe with virtual earth ampìifier [2].

Figure 2 - 3: A PCB based sense electrode and annular guard [4].

Comprised of planer metal traces, a FET input op amp, and associated electronics --

induction probes are straightforward and easy to build. Unfortunately, this simplicity of

design is marred by large drift. Bias currents into the op-amp, and ion flux landing on the

sense plate, serve to cripple this sensors reliability.

2.3 FIeIo MILLS

Field mills are an improvement over the traditional induction probe because they

use mechanical motion to "mill" an electric field. The milling action, is obtained by

w

-l
.Ll-a



rotating an "earthed chopper" over the sense plate. This chopping action covers and

uncovers the sense surface as seen in Figure 2 - 4 below. The resulting AC signal allows

the field mill to ignore the DC bias effects seen in induction probes and affording it
excellent long-term stabilìty.

tii

Earthed
brush

secondary
chopper

Jl-illJ

optical sensor
for phase
information

Figure 2 - 4: Basic field mill with electronics,

Summarizing the derivation in Industrial Electrostatics l2l:

As R --*co

dQ 
= =t2.,rt, ,^E A=i A

dr

For or2R2C2 >> ¡/48

V,: e,eoE,,Af 2C V

Where,

4 is the op-amp input volrage

* =, l, the charge moving to and from the sense electrode
dr

(2-s)



E, is the normal field incident on the field mitl

A is the sense electrode area

or is the rotational speed of the chopper

C is the known capacitance of the system

Despite the output being independent of rotor frequency, the field mill is plagued by

its own problems. Most noticeably, power consumption and "wear and tear". In the

case of Manitoba Hydro, field mills and other test equipment are placed in remote

locations for periods of several months. The one ampere power required to turn the field

mill represents a significant hassle to field placement. Additionally, gold contacting

wires are used on the rotoÌ shaft to minimize electrical noise. These contacts wear out

quickly (2-4 weeks) and need to be replaced by a field engineer [5].

2.4 VIennrING FIELD PRoBE

The vibrating field probe also works by converting mechanical motion into charge

movement. In this device, the sense electrode is moved perpendicular to the aperture.

This causes the system capacitance to change and an AC signal to be delivered to the

induction probe.
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Figure 2 - 5: Schematic of a vibrating field probe [2],

Although more sensitive to dust and contamination, vibrating probe field meters are

an alternative to rotating field mills when better spatial resolution is required.

2.5 Elecrno-oPTtc METERS

Electro-optic meters work on Pockel (1" order) and Kerr (2"d order) effects in which

the electric field changes the material properties and its refractive index.

"The presence of such a field distorls the electron motions in the atoms or
molecules of the substanc, or distorts the crystal structure resulting in
changes in the optical properties... Typically changes in the refractive index
are small." [6]

To measure electric fields, an optical beam is passed through a 45. polarizer,

electro-optic cell, and another' 45' polarizer. The signal is then compared to the intensity

of a fully transmitted beam. Although an in-depth analysis of this measurement

technique is beyond the scope of this thesis, electro-optic measurement is used in practice

and the subject of many patents.

l0



2.6 MrcnouAcHtNED Fr¡lo Mllr_s

In 2001 Mark Horenstien published his research in micromachined field mills.

Using a lateral comb drive, he actuated a ground plane over a 10¡rm x l0prm square sense

electlode with an exposed area of 5¡rm x10¡rm.

ùflå,lß úFrUE

Figure 2 - 6: Microscope view of MEMS field mill.
and folded beans. Right: close-up view of 10¡rm

electrode. [7].

Left: shuttle mass, comb drives
by 10¡,rm åperture and sense

th¡

Figure 2 - 7: Transverse motion of field mill covering plate [7].
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Horenstien's paper [7] demonstrates a successful micromachined electric field mill

that has a sensitivity of about 35 V per kV/m. The device is constructed from 2layers of

surface micromachined polysilicon placed on a silicon substrate. The comb drive moves

a 1Opm x 1O¡rm apertule side to side, exposing a 5pm x 1O¡lm section of the underlying

l0¡rm x80¡rm sense electrode. Interestingly, by using the voltage squared actuation

properties of the comb drive and its symmetry, the actuating electric field can be filtered

out by using a 8'h order high pass filter.

Professor Muller at the University of Berkley has also been involved in developing

micromachined field mills for the past 15 years. His graduate students Hsu and Riehl

built comb drive based electrometers. I¡ 1990, Hsu [8] built and tested a discrete lateral

comb drive based electrometer the sensitivity of which is described as:

"The sensed signal starts emerging from the parasitic feedthrough and background

noise if the test surface is above 20V (with an electlode offset of 0.2mm). The

[electrostatic voltmeter] response is about 15pV per volt change of the suface under

measurement." [8]

Riehl [9] built an integrated coulomb meter and electrostatic field meter using the

Analog Devices modMEMS technique. For the electrostatic fieldmeter, his resolution

was 630V/m.

12
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Figure 2 - 8: Micromachined electrostatic voltmeter [8], top view.

I polysilicon Ø LPcVD n¡¡'r¿e

@ thermat oxide I phosphosilicate glass

Figure 2 - 9: Micromachined electrostatic voltmeter [8], side view.

Detector
electrode



Figure 2 - 10: SEM of a micromachined electrometer resonafor [9].
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Ghapter 3: THEORY

This chapter will review the basic electrostatic and mechanical theory required for

this thesis. For more comprehensive works see Engineering Electrotnagnetics by Hayt

l10l or Industrial Electrostatics by Taylor f2) or Roark's Formulas for Stress and Strain

by Young 1111. Engineering Electromagnetics is an excellent introductory text, whereas

Industrial Electro.çt¿t;cJ focuses on practical measurement techniques. Roark's Formulas

for Stress and Strain is a comprehensive work tabulating many useful mechanical

defl ection and deformation formulas.

3.I EIecTnoMAGNETIc FIELD THEoRY

In 1785, Coulomb postulated that the force between two charged bodies was

proportional to the magnitude of charges and the square of the distance between them.

Today, this is known as Coulombs law, where a, is a unit vector along the axis between

the two charges.

F/m

(3. 1)

(3.2)

/-) ur - /-l
repulsive force on q, ' due to qr-

Figure 3 - 1: Repulsive forces between positively charged particles.

F= 4ßz -u N4tt,e,r' '

u-= -Lto"=8.85xr0i'?" 4¡r

The electric field is simply a region of space in which the forces between electric

charges interact. In defining an electric field, we assume that a positive unit test charge q,

exist in the fietd and does not alter the existing field. The force exerted on this

hypothetical charge is the electric field. Thus, equation 3.1 reduces to:

l5



(3.3)

Field lines are a graphical representation of the path a hypothetical test charge

would take through the electric field if it had no mass or momentum. As like charges

repel, a positive test charge would move away from positive charges towards negative

ones. These paths do not cross and are generally drawn such that their density is

proportional to the relative field strength.

Figure 3 - 2: Example of electric freld lines.

Being a conservative field, the mechanical work energy used to move a charge

around is path independent. As the charge Q is moved from A to B, the potential energy

gaìned or lost is given by:

W.. =-of E.dL J (3.4)

Where E. dl-is the dot product of the electric field and an incremental distance along the

path of the charge Q.

Potential energy is the work required to bring a unit charge from infinity to its

current locatiotr. More commonly, we use voltage as a measure of the potential

difference between two points.

E=F= 4' -a N/c
Q: 4nt,t.r' '

v.* = -f,n. n J/c or V (3.s)
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Going beyond consideration of individual point charges, we have:

E = -VY N/C or V/m

And II/" is the electrical work energy required to create a charge distribution.

(J.ol

w,=)[,",to-nv,=f,[",,çn.ø\a,=][."en,a, I e7)

Where;

E= electric field vector in space D = ¿.¿oE

âa âa âaVA=-+-+- É=F/fodxØâz
V = scalar potential ¿,= relative dielectric constant
!7" = electrical work energy eo= permittiviry of free space

Finally, the negative gradient of the work energy of an electric field is the force it

exerts on a charged body. Thus, we can use force based measurement techniques to

determine the magnitude of an electric field.

F = -VW N or.l/m (3.8)

Complete derivations can be found in both Hayt [10] and Cheng [12].

3.1.1 Fonce DrRlvnloru

Modeling the system as a parallel plate capacitor (neglecting fringing) [13], we can

simplify equation 3.8 and determine a simple field to force relarionship (equation 3.12).

11



Figure 3 - 3: Parallel plate capacitor model.

The energy stored in a capacitive system is given as:

w =!cy, =!4G,¡- :!*E z J (J.e)'2 2z ' 2 '

Expanding out equation 3.8 with a uniform electric field in the z direction gives:

F : -vw" : -u'' u -ôw" u -ôw" ^- N (J.lo)' í)x i)v t ílz

ajtr*e:,) . (r.rr)
F=-VIï/,:0a.-0a, _ -.i;t^, N

Thus, as a simple relationship between field and force, we obtain.

F =-!e,.ts? N-2

Where F, is a repulsive force between two positively charged bodies.

(3.12)

Generalizing this model to a charge distribution and its induced mirror image, we

have:

l8
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Figure 3 - 4: Earthed plafe lying in an electric field.

1

F. = ltAE'a N") (3.13)

Where equation 3.13 and 3.I2 arc equivalent equations for the electric field force

(F") in the z-direction (a.). And the sign change (in 3.13) from equarion 3.12 is due to

reversing the axis direction.

Using this induced charge model, we will be testing the sensor under AC, DC, and

AC+DC conditions (Figure 3 - 5). Using the voltage and parallel plate capacitor

relationships in equations 3.14 and 3.15 respectively, we obtain a usable force to voltage

relationship in equation 3.16.

V =Vu" +V""

V
E. =- V/m

z
giving the relationship:

1 /V\)þ =-rAl-l' ) Ll- \" /
=!un(vì, *zv,t,v^, *vì, 

\-\'/

(3.14)

(3.1s)

(3.16)
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=
Figure 3 - 5: Parallel plate capacitor model with an AC signal and DC bias.

3.2 MecnaNlcAl Tseony

Figure 3 - 6: Transducer layout.

The two main mechanical problems considered in this design were the spring

mechanics, and force equilibrium. The common equations used in MEMS literature will
be presented here. However as explained in section 5.2, internal stress created during

thermal evaporation (section 4.4) dominated the design, causing the spring beams to curl

ùp about 180" significantly changing the spring dynamics as shown in Figure 3 - 7 below,

and so the observed shape cannot be modeled by cantilever spring equations. with this in

mind, characterization of the spring constants and deflection will be addressed by

measurement in section 6.3.
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OBSERVED SHAPE

Figure 3 - 7: Theoretical and observed spring shape.

using the zero stress shape, we can examine the forces involved in the membrane

deflection and predict a useful spring geometry. The simptified model consists of a

series/parallel combination of cantilever beams (zero stress). Each spring is constructed

from five sections, two main beams and 3 short connecting segments. From which, we

extract a series combination of the two main cantilever sections (beams 2 and 4).

Figure 3 - 8: Spring layout.

The membrane is held up by two springs on each corner resulting in g parallel

beams as shown in Figure 3 - 6. By using this symmetry in the spring placement we hope

to create symmetry in the lateral forces on the membrane, allowing the springs to have a

"guided" end condition. Thus allowing us to focus solely on the vertical motion.

In the three test cases, the main beams (2 and 4 in Figure 3 - g above) have lengths

of 2.1 mm, l.4mm, and 0.7mm as determined by work in iteration number 2 (section

5.2.1). Because these main beams are longer then the cross beams (700¡-lm: 2g2p,m for
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beams 2 and 5 respectively) for the shortest case, we will neglect the curvature of the

shorter sections [1, i1, 14, 15, 16].

The simple (fixed-free) cantilever model and equarion [1] for these beams is given

in Figure 3 - 9 and equation 3.17 below.

Figure 3 - 9: Deflection ofan end Ioaded fixed-free rectangular beam.

Y(x)= F' 
(3x2L - xr) m

68,",,,,, J
(3.17)

(3.18)

Where, the moment of inerlia for a beam with rectangular cross-section is given by:

I =Lwf mo
12

and

I(x) = ys6¡6¿¡ deflection F' = y directed applied force

ã"-,,",,=Young's modulus L = total beam length
x = distance from the fixed end t = thickness of the beam
w = width of the beam I = moment of inertia

At x=L, equation 3.17 solves to:

12FY(x=L)=. _'-' t(2L')= _*"t , m (3. 19)
6 E r.,nr.,u'r' 

' 
E,oun, ,wr'
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Rearranging to acquire the force, we have:

Continuing with the theoretical model, the use of two equal cantilever beams allows

the curvature and deflection of each beam to cancel out. Thus, the fixed and guided

endpoints of the spring remain in plane with each other (Figure 3 - 10). The midpoint is

free to move giving us the series fixed-free cantilever approximation which is twice that

of a sìngle cantilever beam (Figure 3 - 10).

F(x = L) = 
u'"tor**" ,

Y(-t, 2 beams in series) =Z- ffiflx'L 
- xt; m

(3.20)

(3.21\

Figure 3 - 10: Cantilever beams in series.

Adding springs in parallel with this makes the system more ridged, raising its

effective spring constant. considering our target system of 8 parallel with 2 beams each,

we obtain:

t 
=r . i3*'L - x'¡ m (3.22))'{x.8 springsr = l* Urr",,,,.,, 

.

Rearranging the theoretical model to obtain the spring force of the system we have:



F, = -kz = -( 
N ,r,,, f I r,,,,," 'r' )-^ \l--t rv ."" /l+ ,: f"' r\

Where F,' is the mechanical lestoring force of the spring

\J.¿J )
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Chapter 4: MICROMACHINING

This chapter covers the stages of device fabrication from wafer preparation to the

release etch. Each topic is addressed sequentially in the order of operations performed as

shown in Figure 4 - 2 below.

'-- Wafer Cleanino-\-
Backside Lithooraohv '-/

Chem¡cal Etch¡not--.-'.

Thermal Evaoorat¡on '.'/
-----'---l-ronsrde LrthooraÐhv-\'-'

,-- ....: ...... .:.: --_=--_
Chemical Ëtchino\-'-'/

tr'igure 4 - 1: Micromachining processing steps.

4.1 Wnrrn Clet¡llNc

In microelectromechanical system and integrated circuit manufacturing, proper

cleaning and preparation of the wafer suface is required to minimize defects and allow

for proper adhesion of materials. Most of this process is done at the factory, with both

test and prime* wafers. During wafer in-house processing, prevention is the key tool in
minimizing defects. Thus, the majority of wafer handling is performed in a class 1000

clean roomf .

* Test wafers are seconds in the manufacture of prime wafers. They have more atomic defects and a wider
range ofresistance. These seconds are generally used for pre-production testing.
T Class 1000 clean room has less then 1000-0.5!rm particles per cubic foot,
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For test wafers, rinsing with de-ionized water and drying with nitrogen (optional)

may be required to remove dust. However, hard (quatz) particulate matter may actually

scratch the surface creating more defects in the final structure.

4. 1.'1 PrnnruuA ErcH

To remove any organic residue on the wafer and snsure good adhesion of the metal

layers, a piranha etch is required. An acid piranha etch consists of 3 parts sulfuric acid

and 1 part hydrogen peroxide. At which time, the mixture will violently dissolves any

organic material on the wafer. When complete (no bubbles), the wafer is put through a

triple rinse of de-ionized water and nitrogen stream drying.

Note: Because of the explosive potential of this reaction with organic material,

Piranha etches are only to be handLed $t well¡rained and alert personnel. Once cooled

the mixture is still a pHl sufuric acid.

4.2 BncxsIDE LITHoGRAPHY

Optical lithography [17] is the process by which light is used to pattern small

features in photoresist. For the design in this thesis, both front and backside lithography

were performed. The backside processing was done before the copper. deposition because

KOH (potassium hydroxide) also dissolves evaporated aluminum [18]. Lithography on

the front side of the wafer was performed after deposition of both the aluminum

(adhesion) layer and the copper layer'.
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íln oto resist nppl icalirin.{s n i n co¿ìÈ

./-_-.--....-
Lithoqraphic Exoosure-.\--.'./

-enótàrfu ¡ørn"o1)
l'1ãrdb¿ke

Figure 4 - 2: Lithography processing steps.

4.2.1 P notoRgstsr AppLtcAloN

Positive photoresist (olin Hunt HPR 506) was used in the fabrication of this design.

During proper application, the wafer is mounted on a vacuum chuck, and covered with a

large drop of photoresist. The wafer is then spun at 3000 RpM for 30 seconds, to thin the

resist down to a uniform thickness (viscosity controlled).

4.2.2 Sorrenre

After photoresist deposition, the wafer is immediately placed on a hotplare (110"C)

for I minute. This stage congeals the photoresist in preparation for use under the contact

mask during lithography.

4.2.3 LnnoaRApHtc ExposuRe

At this stage, the wafer is meticulously aligned with the mask. This alignment is a

critical step both to align the current mask with the crystal geometry and to allow

alignment of subsequent mask features. Alignment with the crystal geometry is

irnportant, because the KoH etchant used during the next step is anisotropic and

preferentially etches along the crystâl grain.
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Once aligned, the mask is contacted (ink side down) with the photoresist. The mask

ink blocks uV light from reaching the photoresist, thereby allowing it to be patterned.

Figure 4 - 3 and Figure 4 - 4 below demonstrate this process. UV light passes through

the clear Mylar film (used in linotronic printing). Where rhe ink is missing, light passes

through. exposi ng the photoresist.

--...-- UV light

-Mylarfilm1)''tnk
.....-- photores¡st.-...-oxide

--"- silicon wafter

Figure 4 - 3: Schematic ofan optical lithographic contact mask during UV exposure.

exposed l.' ¡ì ô1. i. (ì>,. ,J

Þ{\
-- 

photoresist

-'...-oxide-'-"- 
silicon wafter

Figure 4 - 4: Photoresist condition after UV exposure.

4.2.4 P¡totoREStsr DEVELopMENT

During photoresist development, a complementary chemical is used to dissolve the

exposed positive photoresist. During this plocess, the developer solution needs to be

mixed to ensure even distribution of active solvent. Incomplete development may lead to

the problems observed in chapter 6 where features remain attached or poorly defined.
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4.2.5 Hnnoenxe

once developing is complete, a final hardbake is done to drive off all the solvents

from the photoresist. once complete, the wafer can be left for weeks without damage to

the lithographic pattern. This hardbake is done at 120'C for 30 minutes.

4.3 BacxslDE ETcHING

Backside processing of the silicon wafer is done to allow through wafer features

without completely compromising the wafels structurâl integrity. ln this step, sections of
the wafer are thinned to 30prm in preparation for the frontside feature etching.

Backside etching consists of a 10:l Buffered Oxide Etch (BOE) etch and a

Potassium Hydroxide (KOH) etch. These dissolve first the oxide (Figure 4 - 5), then the

wafer (Figure 4 - 6). For the BOE etch photoresist works as the mask. While for the

KOH etch, the unetched oxide is used. KOH etching is done at 80"C giving it an etch

rate of 1¡rm/minute.

BOE accessible oxide F*nlci*risi

"---,1,\\_-"\._",'\ Y--.- \.wwÑøse wsffi wñrffi¡**a*em---- Photoresisl

Figure 4 - 5: BOE etching of the oxide.

--".- oxide
------ 

silicon wafter

.--- 
oxide

--'- silicon wafter

KOH etch pits (54.7" side walls)

Figure 4 - 6: KOH backside etch.
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4.4 THenunt Evnponnlot¡

In thermal evaporation, metals and certain insulators are atomically deposited on a

substrate. In this process, the target metal is placed on a tungsten boat or rod. Several

hundred amps are passed through the tungsten boat, causing it to become white hot. This

heat evaporates (liquid to gas, copper) or sublimes (solid to gas, chrome and aluminum)

the target metal into a gas (see Figure 4 - 7, below).

Figure 4 - 7: Thermal evaporator layout.

By controlling the amount of current through the tungsten rod/boat, we can

maintain the rate of deposition around 20 Å p", second onto the wafer. The picture in

Figure 4 - 7, shows a thermal evaporator with two evaporation terminals. Typically one

(left) is used for chrome or aluminum adhesion layers, while the other (right) is used for
evaporating the bulk material.

ti.:i; Souce
'^ 

TMaterial"/-
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When performing thermal evaporation, film quality is determined by the deposition

rate, vacuum quality (<10-ó torr)*, and organic debris in the system. This step is

relatively easy, but does require diligence.

4.5 FRoNTSIDE LITHoGRAPHY AND ETcHING

Frontside lithography is done in the same manner as the backside. The copper

coated side is covered with photoresist, exposed to UV light, and developed. During

chemical processing, the copper is removed using a commercially available "chrome

etch". Once complete, the mixture is washed and BOE used to break through the

aluminum adhesion layer and underlying oxide Figure 4 - 8d below.

ffi,
v#{{rr##f WffeWV¡;:W¡Ètíft í¡Xtø:;Ltï$NrÈÌÃrÍ#.þ.ë,t:t4ffit"Wreffi

Ðí; .1 . ,;:i ..Þ .. ; î-,":.1

W ffiwd*ffiÁ ffiffi t"lWW
Figure 4 - 8: Summary of processing steps: (a) initial wafer, (b) backside KOH etch,

(c) thermal evaporation, (d) copper and a 10:1 BOE etch, (e) XeF2 release etch.

+ The deposition rate needs to be much larger then the absorption ¡ate which depends on the vacuum
quality.
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4.6 Xeruoru Dlpr-uoRloe XeFz

The final step in processing is the xenon difluoride (XeFr) release etch Figure 4 _ ge

above. XeR is an isotropic dry (gas) etchant passes through the features etched in Figure

4 - 8d. The gas is highly selective, attacking the silicon while leaving the metals intacr.

Being isotropic, the XeF, etches a semicircular shape around the topside holes seen in
Figure 4 - 8e.

Care during the fnal stages of the XeF, etching is very important, most fabricated
devices fail during the N, purges at the end. This ís because the rlevices are fulty
released and the Nt ga.s creates differential pressures, which rip micro-springs apart

quite easily.

XeF, etching starts with placement of the sample in the etching chamber. Once

placed in the system and sealed, the following cycle is performed. All valve references

(1 ,2,3,4) refer to Figure 4 - 9: XeF, etching system.

1. Purge with nitrogen (2 is closed for all steps)

. Bring down pressure (4 and 3 open / 1 cfosed)

. Flood with nitlogen (1and 3 open /4 closed)

. Repeat 4 to 5 times

2. XeF, etch (l is closed for all steps)

. Pump out the etching chamber (4 open I 2 and 3 closed)

. prepare XeF, (2 open /1, 3, and 4 closed)

. Wait 30 seconds

. Close all (2,3, and 4 closed)

. Expand XeF, into etching chamber (3 open,2 and 4 closed)

. Wait 90 seconds

. Close all (2,3, and 4 closed)

. Repeat until the device is released (approximately 2 hours)

3. Nitrogen Purge and return to atmosphere (2 is closed for all steps)
. Close all (l,2,3, and 4 closed)
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4.

Open path to etching chamber (3 open)

Crack N, control valve (1 open)

Allow pressure to rise SLOWLY so ås not to damage your devices

Purge (3 and 4 open, 1 closed)

Repeat several times at low pressure to remove the remaining XeF, and

prevent poisonous HF gas from forming

Bring the system up to atmosphere

Close valve 4, open I and 3, slowly increase chamber pressure

When the etching chamber reaches atmosphere! open and remove your device

->Exhaust Gas
Pressure
Sensor

./.

''//\\ ./. /

Control
Valves

Figure 4 - 9: XeF2 etching system.

.) -)

Exoa nsio n
Chamber



Ghapter 5: SENSOR DESIGN

5.1 Seruson Co¡lcepr

This sensor detects electrostatic fields by optically observing the deflection of a

500¡.r.g membrane (equation 5.1) due to electrostatic attraction. During measurement the

copper membrane deflects a laser beam off its surface into a quad-cetl photodiode. As

the membrane moves up and down, the reflected beam translates across the detector's

surface ÂS creating a differential signal between quadrants (Figure 5 - 1).

Copper was selected as the membrane surface because of good conduction

characteristics and availability. However, using copper on a silicon substrate requires the

addition of an adhesion layer (chrome or copper). As an adhesion layer, Chrome

provides good adhesion but unfortunately, "chrome etch" preferentially dissolves copper.

Conversely, aluminum provides moderate adhesion (deposited at <10-6 torr) and the

"10:l BOE etch" reacts minimally with the copper. Thus for the final design (#3), the

metal layers comprised of a 10nm aluminum adhesion layer and l¡-rm of copper.
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Figure 5 - 1: Membrane mounting (left) and sensor optical geometry (right).

Figure 5 - 2: Completed membrane supported by eight folded bearn springs (each
beam 2.1mm in length).

5.2 TneHsoUcER DESIGN

The transducer consists of a 2.5mm x 2.5mm central membrane held up by eight 70

¡-lm wide springs, constructed from 10nm of aluminum and 1¡rm of copper. These metal

layers are fabricated by thermal evaporation as described in section 4.4. using the back

and front side etching techniques in chapter 4, the wafer is thinned down to 30¡lm using

KOH, with the springs released by XeF, under-etching (Figure 4 - g and Figure 5 _ 3).
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Figure 5 - 3: Transducer cross-section, plan view (top), profile view (bottom).

Silicon

Figure 5 - 4: Transducer cross-section, 3D view (zero stress).
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lr,
v

(front)

Figure 5 - 5: Spring deflection without intrinsic stress.

The membrane mass is approximately 500pg as calculated in equation 5.1 below.

^ = ((r", ff) 
- 

(:r o * r o*, 
) 

+ ( a s o o \). (t 
" 

t o. .)) * ur, *, o. *,
m: 4.9 xl0-7 kg

(5.1)

(s.2)

The membrane is held up by eight springs, two at each corner. The placement of

which is done to maximize both spring length and symmetry in the system. The

individual springs are shaped to minimize the effects of stress on the membrane,s

position.

The interleaved spring design was chosen because it maximized spring length,

allowed relief of stress within the beams, and set up a symmetrical geometry in which

lateral forces on the membrane from the springs should balance out.

Figure 5 - 5 shows that the spring is made up of two equal length beams that

deflect in a similar manner. By using the same deflection twice, the endpoint of the beam

moves in only one-dimension. This idea applies equally to stressed beams. canceling

out the curvature due to stress by opposing two beams allows the intrinsic stress to be

relieved, while the displacement of the membrane remains on fhe Z-axis (Figure 5 - 6).



Figure 5 - 6: Spring curvature.

Figure 5 - 7: Transducer cross-section, 3D view (with stress).

In the final fabrication, three transducel.beam lengths of 2.1mm, 1.391mm, and

0.698mm were tested (Figure 5 - 8). These beam lengths were chosen to both test designs

sensitivity to different beam lengths and to keep the spring constant ratios relatively

simple (1, (2ß)3Ji'ß)1. As two sets have been corstructed, these lengths correspond to

membrares (l and 4), (2 and 5), and (3 and 6) respectively.

Silicon
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Figure 5 - 8: Mask image of different beam lengths - 2.lmm (left), 1.4 mm (centre),
0.7 mm (right).

The symmetric placement of springs at each corner also anchors the membrane

corners during processing. This is done to minimize wafer twisting due to air gusts

catching a corner during and after fabrication. As discussed in section 4.6, significant

pressure differentials can occur during the XeF, etching and nitrogen purge cycle. These

differentials lift up the membranes potentially destroying the micro-springs.

5.2.1 PneuvltNARvDEStcNS

Two prior designs were attempted before the final design. The first used capacitive

sensing to measure electric fields. However, once constructed (g months), testing

revealed that intrinsic stress dominated the system, rendering the design useless.

Sensor electrodes
(Glass - top)

Membrane Holes
(Silicon - middle)

Backing electrode
(Glass - top)

Figure 5 - 9: Masks used in prior iteration #1.
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The second design (8 months) served to overcome the stress limitations of the first

design by using a membrane suspended over its own XeF, etch pit. Although reasonably

successful in surviving fabrication the intrinsic stress of the metal again came into play.

In this design, the membranes curled up, literally pulling their springs along with rhem

(Figure 5 - 10 and Figure 5 - 11).

Figure 5 - 10: Effects ofintrinsic stress, prior iterafion #2.

During the fabrication of design iteration #2, both 5mm * 5mm membranes with 35

and 70pm wide beams were severely damaged. Specifically, during the XeF. process

pressure spikes during the nitrogen purging cycle picked up the membranes, ripping
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springs. For the 35¡rm beam case, the membrane flipped over onto its topside, ripping all

by one or two springs. Compar ed to this, the 2.5mm x 2.5mm membranes fared

significantly better, only being pushed around in the process. Overall, the 70¡rm beam

devices survived fabrication better, making them the choice for the final design iteration

(#3).

5.2.2 MnrenAL STRESS

During the design #2, the effects of stress became clearly evident. The membranes

and springs were deformed into a non-usable shape Figure 5 - 10. This section will look

at the extrinsic and intrinsic stress associated with using a copper/aluminum structure.

Specifically, the extrinsic bimetal stress due to thermal expansion and the intrinsic stress

created by temperature variation during the deposition process. of the two stresses,

intrinsic stress within the copper is expected to dominate the system because the

aluminum is both softer than copper and 1/100 the thickness.

Figure 5 - 11: Membrane curl (intermediate design #2) due to stress.

Bimetal stress occurs because of different expansion coefficients between

materials. In the case of thin films, as the device cools after deposition, the different

material layers will expand or contract at different rates. This difference in expansion

coefficients is observed as a net curvature of the structure (like Figur.e 5 - 1 1 above).
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An example of this technique can be seen in thermal reed switches or Christmas

light blinkers. when a current passes through the switch, it heats up the metal in the

switch causing it to bend. once the temperature becomes large enough, the reed fully
deflects, breaking the electrical contact. upon cooling, the switch closes again repeating

the cycle.

Figure 5 - 12: Bimetal stress.

change in wafer temperature during evaporation also introduces a stress gradient

into the metal. As the metals move from the gas phase back to a solid, they release

energy back inlo the wafer and surrounding chamber. Given that the chamber needs to be

water cooled to prevent the steel sidewalls from heating up, it is reasonable to expect the

uncooled wafer to rise in temperature.*

This change in temperature causes the structure of the metal to change

significantly. The same material still exist throughout, however each atornic layer

experiences a slightly different depositon environment and cool down profile. This

results in one side having a greater tensile stress then the other and hence a Det curvature..

After the material has been released from the wafer, the metal will exhibit either a

net tensile or compressive stress. Typically, thermal evaporation result in tensile stress

(curvature up off the wafer), however compressive stress (into the wafer) has also been

observed.

{*] T'he system energy is likery crose to 2MJ, as thermal evaporation requircs about l0 minutes, and the
breaker is ¡ated for l5A @ 230V.
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As an example of how changing the propeties of the metal during deposition can

be used. Here is an excerpt from the xerox PARC website descibing their new stressed

metal contacts for high denisity chip packaging.[19]

"[Using a magnetron sputter system]... scientists change the
deposition parameters for each layer of atoms. They create two to five
layers of stress-engineered metal by depositing the atoms with varying
amounts of energy. They use a high level of energy for the bottom layer,
causing the atoms to be packed very tightly. In successive layers, they use
progressively less energy, until, at the top layer, the atoms land with very
liule force, analogous to that of gently falling snow.

This technique harnesses both tensile and compressive stress of
metal. Pairs of metal atoms act as springs, causing them to push apart
(compressive stress) or pull closer (tensile stress) in order to maintain a
consistent distance between them.

Tensile stress is caused when the loosely spaced atoms at the top pull
more tightly together, as their electron clouds overlap and bond to one
another. Compressive stress is caused when the tightly packed atoms on
the bottom layer expand and push away from each other. When the metal
is freed from the sacrificial layer, the compressive and tensile stresses in
each layer bend the metal into the prescribed shapes."[19]

5.3 Drslct't Co¡lsloeRnlorus

Many design aspects from the membrane size to the optical alignment system

were guided by requirements from the laser beam. The 2.5mm by 2.5mm membrane was

chosen as it could easily accommodate the lmm diameter beam. while the laser beam

size was a significant factor, printing resolution and the optoelectronic circuit also came

into play. Each of these subjects is covered in more detail below.

5.3. 1 PnlrulNG RESoLUTIoN

Although micromachining can be done with sub-micron r.esorution in IC
foundries, our in house techniques sacrifice ¡esolution for cost and convenience. using
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locally printed masksx we obtain masks with 7¡,rm resolution and 2gpm feature sizes.

Each dot on the linotronic printer is 7¡rm in size; and to obtain a continuous line a

minimum of 4 ink dots are required. with large features, excess ink can bleed between

adjacent regions. As such a minimum 28¡rm void is also used around features to prevent

the merging of adjacent features.

This design uses 35pun (five ink dots) as a base unit for this mask- This size

allows for easy drawing, good reproduction and easy alignment of the lithography mask.

5.3.2 Aucr.lvErur

An interesting limitation in micromachining is the alignment between lithogr.aphic

steps. Quite simply each stage will have some error; the design's ability to tolerate that

error will dírectly and significantly affect the time required for mask alignment. In this

design, a back to front side tolerance of O.lmm required about 5 to i0 minutes of
alignment per wafer side.

Figure 5 - 13 however demonstrates how this alignment issue is sidestepped in

this design. By using a self aligned front side xeE etch, the springs can stifl be released

despite nearly 0.5mm of misalignment. However, the membrane itself does need to lie

on a KoH thinned poftion. A note of caution however is that if misaligned, the springs

may not drop and flex as expected because of interference from remaining silicon

features.

* GB Graphics, Winnipeg, Manitoba
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KOH etch pit

Figure 5 - 13: Transducer lying within an aligned (left) and misaligned (right) KOH
etch pit.

5.4 OproelEcrRoNtcs

In order to use the transducer for electric field measurments, a method to measure

the deflection of the membrane is needed. Three techniques considered were a beam

bounce system (selected), an interferometer, and differential capacitance. of these three,

the beam bounce system was chosen because of its current use in high resolution

deflection measurements in the University of Manitoba SPM research facility.

Optically, this system consists of a laser, fixed mirror, movable mirror (the

transducer), and a photo-detector conductor (Figure 5 - 14 and Figure 6 - 4). To be safe

to use without goggles, a class Il laser was chosen [20]. With this class of laser, the

visible laser light will tligger a blink reflex before eye damage occurs.

During testing, the transducer was excited by an overhead conductor (Figure 5,
14). The electrostatic attraction (section 3.1.1) between the two devices caused the

transducer to deflect upwards towards the applied voltage. Micron sized deflections of
the overhead conductor are also reasonable, however this deflection was not measured as

its spring constant should be o¡ders of magnitude lalger then the 70pLm x l¡rm beams
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used to support the membrane. As verified in section 6.2.4 less than 40¡-rm of membrane

deflection is expected from a 17kV/m field (120V@7mm). Given rhese ratios, the E-

field should vary by less then lVo due to membrane deflection during testing.

The vertical deflection of the membrane (Âz) causes the laser beam to shift (Ás) on

the detector surface (Figure 5 - 15). using differential current measurements between the

matched quadrants of the photodiode, nanometer resolution is possibte.

Figure 5 - 14: Test apparatus (close-up).

5.4.1 OPÏcs

This transducer and quad-cell photodiode are aligned onto the reflected laser

beam. This is done by aligning each part in sequence on the laser beam:

1. Adjusting the incoming angle of the laser beam on the transducer by

alignment of the mirror (Figure 5 - 22).

Aligning the membrane position square with the beam path.

Zeroing the photodetector using the X-Y alignment stage (difficult).

As discussed in further sections, manual adjustment using an g0 thread per inch

screw resulted in an output offset of *200mV.

2.

3.
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The angle at which the laser strikes the detector is calculated using equation 5.3. In

this equation, S and 0 are the incoming and outgoing laser beam angles respectively.

These angles calculated from measurements of the beam position on the mirror,

membrane, and photodiode.

Ê =tan4(20*2 I l0t2), Q =tànt(51!2 l3ot2),0 = þ

56.310" < e <7O.0t7",56.853" < þ < 62.152.

(s.3)

(s-4)

As aligned, the laser hits the transducer at approximately 60'. Calculating the ratio of

photodiode observed deflection (Âs) to vertical deflection (Âz) in equation 5.5, we obtain

a value between 1.1 and 1.2. Thus, the change in spot position is very close to the change

in membrane height.

M. L/st=z\l: srnltân l- llAs | \:Otz/l
1.1<4{ < 1.2

Lz

(s.s)

(s.6)
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Figure 5 - 16: Effect of angular displacement (rþ) of the membrane.



However, this design is also sensitive to one side of the membrane being less stiff

than another. If the membrane surface tilts r¡ degrees during actuation (Figure 5 - 16),

the laser angle leaving the membrane will change by þ degrees. Given the apparatus

dimensions, the beam has to change tilt 0.001" to cause a 1¡lm change in the photodiode

observed deflection (Ás) as calculated from equation 5.7 below.

*:"[x' + i tan(np)

t ,( lxro-" l
V:., lan L--l=1.28x10' degrees

' l1(20 ' lo ')- + (ro x ro 3)',/

(s.7)

(s.8)

Where x and y are 20*2 mm and.10r-2 mm respectively as measured on the test jig
(Figure 5 - 15). These values are also used for determining the incident angles ofthe

laser beam in equations 5.3 to 5.8.
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5.4.2 ELEcrRoNtcs
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Figure 5 - 17: Circuit diagram.

The electronics is drawn heavily from circuit recommendations by UDT [21]. It
is comprised of a quad-cell (matched) photodiode, cunent to voltage converters, and

summing/difference junctions (see Figure 5 - 17). The circuit was wire-wrapped to

minimize noise while controlling development time and costs (Figure 5 - 1g).

x The 1OnF capacitors were selected to prevent high frequency oscillations ofthe op-amps. This inclusjon
was done at the recommendation ofthe university of Manitoba, E¡ectrical Engineering support stæf.

Cr, C., Cr, Cs=lOnFx
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Figure 5 - 18: Electronic amplifier assembly.

5.4.2.1 DlrreReulnL CuRRerur pnorooerecroR

The quad-cell photodiode works by having incoming photons excite electrons

from the valence band into the conduction band thus allowing current to flow. The four
quadrants are electrically matched during construction, so the differential current out of
the device is proportional to the difference in optical power between quadrants. At
632.8nm, the datasheer [22] specified response is 0.32 (A/w) minimum with 0.3g (A/w)
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being typical. For the 635nm, 0.87mw laser chosenx, the total output current from all 4

quadrants (i"+ib+i"+i,r) would be 330¡rA. Coupling this current through lOke of
resistance gives a maximum output voltage (V,) of 3.3V. During testing, the actual

current sum was measured to be 2.2'0.1Y. This implies that 1/3 0f the optical power in

the laser beam was lost due to scattering off the mirror, transducer, and photodiode

packaging. The remaining signal however is more than sufficient to perform high_

resolution displacement measurements.

5.4.2.2 CunRe rur ro Volrnoe CoruvgRsror.r

In the second stage, current from the photodiode is passed through an op-amp

circuit which converts the incoming currents i", ib, i", id into the voltages va, vb, %, vd

respectively. In each of the for op-amp circuits, a 1Oka ßr) resistor in parallel with a

1OnF capacitor (c,) forms the feedback path (Figure 5 - 19). Because input noise can

severely hinder the overall effectiveness of this device, opA27 "ulfia-low noise

precision" op-amps were selected [23].

Figure 5 - 19: Current to voltage conversion circuit.

using RC combination in the feedback of the op-amp, it is important to estimate the

cutoff frequency of the circuit. In the equation 5.9 below, ro is the actual frequency of the

system, while co, is the cutoff frequency at 1/(Rrcr) in radians/second. From this

transformation, we can identify that this stage of the electronics has a break frequency at

1.6kHz.

+ PTI technologies continuous wave, constant power laser, model number pMO1(635_58)G3
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z, = R,llc,= R, = R, a
l+R.C..ç , .a)r+.l

ú)j

11
rr). =-=..-=' R,c, 10,(ex0.0r¡-rF 

lÌol}radluns =l'6kHz

(s.e)

(s.10)

9, we have:

(s.1 1)

Now, relating the output voltage vu back to the input current i" in Figure 5 -

lOKa-r'o=Ztxi, =-xld V
t+ I" 10000

While vo,v", and vo have corresponding transformations.

5.4.2.3 SuH¡rr¡lrrlo J urucr¡orus

Figure 5 - 20: Summing junction circuit for V*.

The summing junctions initially had 10nF capacitors across them, but these were

later removed during testing without effect on the observed results. However, these

calculations will be done assuming the capacitors are in place as drawn in Figure 5 - 17.

Like the current to voltage stage (Figure 5 - 19), the summing junction (Figure 5 -

20) also requires a calculation of its break frequency 02. As the R, c values are the same,

we get cù1 = ..]l,z= L6kHz.

va

vb
vc
vd
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z- = R,llc.= R, = R, at --2tt-- l+R.C,s 1*j. 
(5.12)

ú)2

or, = != =_= ^- = rxolo'odio"t = r.6kLz (5. l 3)' RrC , I 0kÇ x 0.01¡.rF s

Overall, this results in a double pole system at |.6k{z. Given the measured

response in chapter 6, we find that this break frequency is an order of magnitude away

from the resonant response of the system (section 6.2.2).

In analyzing op-amps, Horowitz and Hill [24] outline simple,,Golden Rules,,for

easy analysis of the circuits. They are given in the following quote:

" Here are the simple rules for working out op-amp behaviour with
extemal feedback. They're good enough for almost everything you,ll ever
do.

First, the op-amp voltage gain is so high that a f¡action of a millivolt
between the input terminals will swing the output over its fulI range, so we
ignore that small voltage and state golden rule I:

1, The output attempts to do whatever is necessary to make the
voltage difference between zero.

Second, op-amps draw very little input current (0.2nA for the
LF411; picoamps for low-input cuffent types); we round this off, stating
golden rule lI:

1L The inputs draw no current
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One important note of explantion: Golden rule I doesn't mean that
the op-amp actually changes the voltage at its inputs. It can't do that.
(How could it and be consistent with golden rule II?) What it does is
swing its output terminal around so that the external feedback network
brings the input difference to zero (ifpossible)." [2a]

V-

v+ oPA27
K>10,000

vout=K(v+- v-)

Figure 5 - 21: Basic op-âmp assumptions.

Thus, using the golden rules and basic circuit analysis, we can find the

summing/diffelence junction gain.

solving for the output voltage V* in Figure 5 - 20,we start with the Kirchoff's laws

on the positive input terminal

i" +id =i. =0 A (5.14)

therefore

(s.1s)

-----}i*=0

For the negative input terminal, we have

i,, =i.+iu+i- =i,+it+0 A

v- =v* V

where

,, -'"*vo; -vo-v- 
'" 

2-&R1
,, v.+vd

. v,.-v 'b 1

'Ro&

v +v,v =' " V
2

(s.16)

(s.17)

(s.18)

(s.19)
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v.+v,l
. V -V . 'r
¿- = -----------!"2222

(s.20)

Substituting 5.18 through 5.20 into 5.16, we have.

+ = 
va-v 

+vt -v- A 6.2l)22.RoRr

Substituting v'with v* and solving for v" step by step gives:

". = -f, *z,lu, - '- *'" u- ll v ó.22)'i '( R, R4)]

,, = -f , *!6" *,^ -r,.1 v (s.2i)' t R,'" ')

". =-f,'f '-?1.t", .,,Êl v 6.24)" t( R,J" "r,l
, = -l('. 

*'o 
\(t -22'\ ' ,z'l'¡ 2)\ ãi.þ'.nh;i v (s'2s)

,,=-?lç *,,Í+-rl*(u.*,,j v (s.26)
1(¿[ \t. ) ]

and finally

z'l *"111*Jt¡l v ê'27)., =-& 
|'"+vn-(v 

_ z/, )
Sirnilarly, for v,

,,=-î1, +v -(v¿ *,,xt*L,] v (s.28)

Solving for v. we have

7^,,.=-dþ,*ur*u"*u,] v 6.29)

where

z, = R'.llc. = R, = R, ar rJ' r 
1+ RrC,s k j* (5.30)
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,. - 1 -----r -_- :r000oo'od?nt =r6kHz (5.31)" RrC lkQ x 0.C

Transforming equations 5.27 fo 5.30 using break frequencies and the current to

voltage relationships in section 5.4.2.2 we have:

v,= R' , o,,-1[..r-,. .,"t('. !;[ .r;,))] " t5.i2t' u('.,i)n(r.,,,.

"'=*"f,1',, l^ r,1,-1[r.'"-,'..',)[r.r],[,.rä)i] 
v 

1s33r"'l'-';;1"'l'", 
J'

(5.34)

For the selected resistor values of 1Oke and 1kÇJ for R, and Rn respectively, we

find that the Ro/2R, terms in equations 5.31 and 5.32 equal 0.05. Because of this, v* is

only weighted 57o higher then v' and could reasonably be neglected for simple

approximations. Additionally, if measurements are done at 1/10 of the break frequencies,

the ¡ -L terms can also be ignored. using both these simplifications we find V=IR0(r-¡)

representations of...

v,. = (t, to') x[i 
"+io-e,+ r,r)] V (s.35)

v" = (t' to')"li o+ i" -(i.+ r,1)] v (5.36)

u"=(t"to')'[;u+i,+i,+tol y (5.37)
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5.5 Secoruonny lssues

5.5.1 SErupnND ALIGNMENT

Miiror

off
backsidç,qla
sllic

Figure 5 - 22: Measurement setup.

The test setup was fabricated out of 3/4-inch aluminum stock in order to provide

sufficient mass and rigidity to hold the photodetector in pìace during testing. The laser is

fixed onto the chassis, while the mirror mount and X-y alignment stages are held in place

using multi-axis mounts.

The initial alignment of the system consisted of setting the miffor position (Figure

5 - 23) and angle in such a manner that it fell on the beam path, reflected down onto the

transducer surface at nea y a 90" angle (as seen from the top). The transducers mounting

i:,
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plate was then shifted back and forth, until the transducer under test was centered on the

incoming beam and reasonably square with the remaining structure. As a proof-of-

concept design this visual alignment was sufficient for collecting given that the

photodiode detects both lateral and vertical displacements from the null position. Once

the transducer was in place, the X-Y stage was manually aligned using its support arms to

bring the photodiode square with the incoming beam and reasonably centered (Figure 5 -

24). Finally, the laser beam was focused on the transducer surface by adjusting the

optical focusing packaged with the laser.

Figure 5 - 23: Mirror mount.

Between test runs, the transducers were slid around (in plane) and re-aligned with

the laser beam. Due to changes caused by moving the transducer stage, the photodetector

was realigned on the incoming beam using 80 thread per inch alignment screws on the X-

Y stage (Figure 5 - 24). As mentioned in section 5.4, nulling was done to 0 * 200mV.
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Figure 5 - 24: Photodiode mount.

5.5.2 ETvInoNMENTAL lsomlo¡,¡, Tur nLuN¡ltrtuH¡ sox

During testing, three environmental factors had to be removed. First any external

electric fields, second air drafts on the transducer, third vibrations from outside sources.

The first two issues were addressed by enclosing the system inside a large

aluminum enclosure. The enclosure was grounded to the same conductor as the testjig
and membrane. This enclosure limited the fields under consideration to those caused by

the overhead conductor and associated wiring. Fields from the analog electronics were

assumed to drop off quickly and thus, not a concem.

This sensor can best be thought of as a spring mass system. As the system

vibrates, it introduces oscillations in the membrane as welj. when trying to measure the
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deflection of the membrane, these vibrations can easily introduce plm sized differences in

the transducer's position. This problem was clearly demonstrated by three phenomena.

Firstly, when tbe table was tapped or bumped, the output signals envelope would become

larger than the onscreen range of 160 mV. Secondly, a heavy object was dropped on the

floor above, caused a visible spike in the output. Thirdly, numerous students moving

around the laboratory caused the output voltage to swing over 400mV.

To get around the problem of vibrations caused by nearby people walking around,

the experiment was moved onto an isolation table. once properly isolated, the data

presented in the next chapter were collected.

5.5.3 Flelo souRcE

In the proposal for this project, testing in accordance with IEEE STD l30g_1994

l24l was given. This standard recommends using a capacitor plate system that is 10x

larger then the field meter under test, ând suggests using banded conductors to ensure

field uniforrnity. The ultimate objective of this system is to provide a known field, with

minimal field deviations. unfortunately, alignment of the optical system, and the path of
the laser beam within the test jig made the use of a large parallel plate capacitor system

extremely unwieldy. As such, a 4-5mm wide overhead conductor was placed 7 to 9 mm

above the membrane under test (DC and AC cases respectivety). while the membranes

were grounded along with the surrounding chassis and enclosure (see Figure 5 _ 22).

calculations of the electric field are performed neglecting fringing effects. In reality,

the aspect ratio between conductor width and its distance above the ground pìane would

introduce fringing effects that would lower the electric field strength and potentially

improve the resolution of this sensor. In future work, electromagnetic simulation could

be used to determine the exact field during testing.
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Chapter 6: MEASUREMENTS AND OBSERVATTONS

In this chapter, optical inspection (section 6.1), measured response (section 6.2) and

membrane deflection (section 6.3) will be covered. These three sets of test allowed us to

confirm the membranes were fabricated properly, establish their response to an electric

field, and approximate the membrane deflection.

6.1 OplcnL lNSpEcloN

Optical inspection revealed that as expected, the silicon backing on the

membranes allowed them to remain flat while the under-etched springs curled upwards

(Figure 6 - 2). overall, five of the six transducers survived fabrication with minor
problems ranging from attached beams to broken springs. Transducers I and 4 (top and

bottom left) had a top spring fail to release. Transducer 3 (top-right) had a broken spring

on the bottom left corner. while the worst damage occurred to Transducer 5 (bottom-

centle) where most of its springs were deformed and completely unusable. Additionally,
each transducer had beams within the spring remaining attached (Figure 6 _ 3).
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Figure 6 - 2: Composite image of the fabricated membranes - 1,2,3 top, 4,,5,6
bottom.

The problem of adjacent spring beams being attached together (Figure 6 - 3) is

likely a result of incomplete photoresist developing (secrion 4.2.4) or etching of the

copper (section 4.5). By failing to remove either all the exposed photoresist or copper

(section 4.5), the inter beam spacing could easily be compromised. In either case

awareness of the problem and more diligent checking at each step could eliminate this

problem.

For photoresist developing, poor mass transport and insufficient mixing of the

developer solution will cause the problems observed in Figure 6 - 3. If the chemicals are

not well mixed, the developer solution becomes locally depleted of active chemicals,

creating a dead zone in the mixture. To prevent this, the developer is typica y stirred by

tipping the developer solution back and fonh over the silicon wafer in a glass baking pan.
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Figure 6 - 3: Attached spring sections in membrane 1,
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6.2 FIeIo MEASUREMENTS

Figure 6 - 4: Test assembly.

To prove the concept of measuring electric field via deflection of a

micromachined membrane, several known fields (neglecting fringing) were applied to

generate F" in equation 6.1 (copied from equation 3.16). The DC (V;) and biased AC

(2VDCVAC) response of each membrane was measured usilg an oscilloscope. While a

lock-in-amplifier was used to measure the biased and unbiased (V:) AC performance.

Results for membrane 4 are presented here both for continuity and comparison, selected

results from the other membranes are available in the appendices.

"r' furñror
a : 

:,::r. 
t'.'.:ìr', t.,

(6.1) and (3.16)
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Using a digital oscilloscope, the values of V, and V, were recorded with g bit

resolution. Through arbitrary selection, membrane 4 was further tested using a lock-in-

amplifierx. In this test, both the biased(2V,,r.V 
"r) 

and unbiased (Vfl) terms of equation

6.1 were measured. The purpose of this testing was to demonstrate the substantial

resolution improvement possible with advanced filtering techniques.

It should be noted that the actual measurements were of the change in spot position

on the photodetector 
^s. 

combining equations 3.16 and 5.4 we obtain the change in spot

position with respect to the applied voltage(s):

I cA(v:, + 2vD,v,. * y,í 
I

^,ç-r 
rs2 l, d2 ) 

^(! 
'"""'\( 

I r'"""wr')
\ ,v.," /l+ rj )

6.2.1 DC TESING

(6.2)

l¡
'DC

In which:

F

A
v

d

For DC testing the AC component of equation 5.3 is zero, which leaves us with:

(6.3)

= is the force on the membrane N
= 1x8.854x10r? F/m
= the area of the membrane mt
= applied voltage V

= distance between overhead conducter and the ground plane

=;'4+) N

+ stanford Research systens sR510 lock-in-amplifier. This amplifier behaves Jike a 12ú order filter,
literally singling out a single frequency through multiplication ànd signal processing of the reference
frequency. The output ofwhich is the signal's RMS amplitude aûd noise.
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Figure 6 - 5: Overhead conductor to transducer geometry.

For the DC measurements, a 120V pulse was applied to the bottom of the

overhead conductor (Figure 6 - 5). This pulse was generated by turning a DC power

supply on and off within a 1 second period. During DC testing, this conductor was

ìocated Trlmm above the membrane, producing a l'7ky lm field (-.líVo). During testing,

the excitation (input) voltage v",,, and output responses (V- and Vr) were recorded using

a pair of 8-bit digital oscilloscopes (Figure 6 - 7). In Figure 6 - 6 below, the input voltage

to response Vy is shown.

Dividing the input pulse into five stages consisting of off / ramp up / pulse / ramp

down / off, the consistent performance of all the working membranes is visible.

Additionally, a slower ramp up time on several membranes makes the E'? response of the

transducer easier to observe. The graphs of the other DC pulse tests can be found at the

beginning of appendix 2.
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Figure 6 - 6: DC pulse response (membrane 4, run 2).

In Figure 6 - 6 above, the signal moves -3?mV in response to the 120V signal on

the overhead conductor. For the off and on states, the output is 87*3.75mV and

50*2.5mv. The noise envelope is taken as 7.5mv, as it includes the full deviation of off
state during the test. using only the vy data we can determine the ratio of change in

output signal to applied field, determining the sensitivity of the system. For the zj. case,

deflection is proportional to E;c. Thus, to calculate the effective field enclosed within

the noise, we take the square root of the ratio between noise envelope and signal response

as shown in equation 6.5 below.

Õ
<4,
lll
ü
t--.J
a
F
=0_

3
û

tt,

o
¿
ul

t
F
f
Èz

Noise Envelope _ Response

E: Ei.
. N"lse E"telope Applied Voltage!=" \ Response distance V/m

(6.4)

(6.s)

OUTPLJT SIGIçAL
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Solving equation 6.5 we have

(6 6)

Thus 7.7kVlm represents an easily discernable DC resolution for this device.

Figure 6 - 7: Supporting test equipment.

In Figure 6 - 8 below another run of membr.ane 4 shows how both the outputs V"

and v, change with applied pulse. As a quad-cell photodiode was used, the movement

along both axis could be attributed to either the membrane changing angle, or the optical

system not being perfectly square. optimizing the alignment and the magnitude/phase

response is left for future work.
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tr'igure 6 - 8: DC pulse testing, membrane 4,ran2.

As outlined in section 5.5, the apparatus was Zeroed using the X-y stage to within
*200mv. For comparison, if the entire beam fell on one quadrant of the photocletector it

would cause a 22V response in both V, and V,, based on the 2.2ú.IV output observed in

v,.

6.2.2 AC TeslNo

In the DC pulse case, we observed the force due to the V], term of equation 6.i.

For the biased AC testing (DC+AC), we examine the response due to the (2VrrV,,.) Íerm

as seen in equation 6.7 below.
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(6.7)

since the DC bias is constant for these tests, the signal and noise measured are in
direct response to the AC signal. By selecting a natural frequency * of the system the

maximum signal envelope is observed. Hence the best signal to noise envelope ratio can

be obtained.

o^,",=!,o(45-) *

!i'i:rI
I

E

2

0

0.0'15

0

9 ç ; e ar ù o 'î ai
150100

0.015

I o.or

0.005

0 50 
rme 

1oo

Figure 6 - 9: RMS response vs. frequency of membrane 4.

To determine the natural frequency of the system, the excitation voltage losin(a;r)

was swept from lHz fo 120H2, with the RMS power shown in Figure 6 _ 9 above. The

*-Resonant frequency implies a known transfer function with explicit poles and ze¡os. As many factors and
phase shifts occur in this system, the term naturar frequency wãs chåsen to correspond with ihe peak AC
response. Additionally, different peaks exist for both vertical and horizontal directions oftravel.

a
)

c)(tç
i
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response of membrane 4, operating at a vertical natural frequency is shown Figure 6 - 10.

For an excitation voltage (V"-,) of 5V àt 731 Hz below, 1/9 of the Vy response is easily

discernable, allowing a 61V/m field to be confidently measured (see equation 6.10).

Figure 6 - 10: Membrane 4, 5V, 131IIz AC signal with 120V DC bias.*

Based on the noise envelope (2.5mV) and peak+o-peak response (22.5mV) of
Figure 6 - 10 we can calculate the equivalent E field contained within the noise envelope

(equation 6.8). Note, that because the DC component is constant, we are considering

only the AC effects.

Noise Envelope _ Signal

E

x

- 
-0.025

0.015
Ïjme (s)

fi le: f4vl\printi 5.csr,

Eo,
(6.8)
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Thus 61V/m represents an easily discernable biased AC resolution for this device.

6.2.3 AC Tesrlruo Wlrn Locx-lr.r-Arr¡pLlpren

Membrane 4 was also selected for additional testing using a lock-in-amplifier.

These amplifiers use digital signal processing to isolate single frequencies buried within

much larger noise. This process involves muttiplying the signal witb a frequency

reference and integrating out the non-integer multiples, allowing the target waveform and

its harmonics to be easily obtained.

Fo. these tests, the lock-in-amplifier was used on membrane 4 with a lO_second

integration time. The system was driven with 97 and 49 Hz signals for the biased

(7vDCI/,1c) and unbiased (vf,) cases respectively. This choice came from another natural

frequency of the membran e, at 97H2. while half this frequency (49H2) was chosen to

excite the 97Hz resonance based on equation 6.11.

U.. _ Noise Envelope Vo" 
V/m" Response distance

Using the V, curve in Figure 6 - 10 and solving equation 6.9 we have

- 2.5mV 5V
¿.. = __ = 6l \-.,m" 22.5mV 9mm

I - cos26
Stn- f/ = 

-

2

(6.e)

(6.10)

(6.1 1)

From the previously recorded data sets, the peak response occurred between 96Hz

and l00Hz. Additionatly, each test was allowed about one minute of settling time before

the measurement was taken. Measuring the first harmonic response to a 97Hz signal with

120v DC bias we obtain the results in shown in Table 6 - 1 and Figure 6 - 11. Measuring

the second harmonic to a 49Hz signal with no bias we obtain Table 6 - 2 and Figure 6 -
12' wrere noise equivalent field formulas for each case are given in equations 6.13 and

6.16 respectively.



Table 6 - 1: Measured results, .{C+120V bias.

AC signal Dist
(mv) (mm)

Response E-Field Noise
(rrv) (V/m) equivalent

field (V/m)
100mV
5OmV
25mV

9*l
9*l
9*1

360*10
170*10
70*10

11.11

5.s5
2;77

.Jl

.JJ

.40

RMS Noise _ RMS Signal

E,' E o.

- RMS Nois" lV^-lt- -_ Ylm
RMS Signat distance

solving 6.13 we have:

- 10 x lOj l00xl0r¿ = -, 
= 0.308 \/,',m' 160x l0t 9xl0r

(6.t2)

(6. 13)

(6.r4)

Thus 0.3iv/m represents the biased AC resolution with this device using a lock in

amplifier.

Lock-in-amplifier -- 120V DG bias

50

AC amplitude (mV)

^ 400

3 soo
(!

.9, 200
ø

ã too

o
o

Figure 6 - 11: Lock-in-amplifier results, biased (2vorVur) case.



where the results graphed in Figure 6 - 11 confirm the linear relationship between the

AC excitation lVo.l and the RMS output as predicted in the 2V r.Vu, term of equation

3.16.

Table 6 - 2: Measured results, unbiased (Vr?.) case,

AC signal Dist. Response E-Field Noise
(V) (mm) (pV) (V/m) equivatenr

. field (V/m)
l0 9*l 410*10 ttll Ii4
5 9*1 120+10 555 160
2.5 9*1 40*10 2t'7 139

RMS Noise _ RMS Signal m,/V (6.15)E: El"
* ffisxr"i* lv^-lÀ = i''-"".''."' r,qcr V.¡m (6.16)" ! nvS Signal distance

sofving equation 6.16 we have:

- nõ- 2.5
E," = ]: ''' 

" = 138.88 V/m (6.17)" !40 9x10-'

Thus l39V/m represents the resolution of the unbiased AC response using a lock_

in-amplifier.
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Lock-in-amplifier - unbiased

5

AC excitation voltage (V)

-'-- unbiased -'e sqrt(unbiased)

Figure 6 - 12: Lock-in-amplifier results, unbiased (V|) case.

Where the results graphed in Figure 6 - 12, show how the force causing membrane

deflection is proportionaì to the Vo.'?. Taking the square root of the measurement, we

obtain â straighrline relationship with lVo"l.

;'500
I ¿oo
G

.Ei 
300

tt 200

å roo
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6.2.4 SulvnRy oF MEMBRANE 4 RESULTS

In equation 6.2 (repeated as 6.18 below), we determined the relationship between

applied voltage and spot movement to be:

t ,o(vÃ +2v,,v^, +vi, 
\

As=1.152 \ d' )

¡ N ,-r*,\( ¡ a,.,", ,'r')-l 
',,,. ,/lo t )

(6.18) and (6.2)

Measuring the response to each of the voltage terms, we were able to calculate the

equivalent field contained within the noise envelope. The relationships of which were

given in sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2.

Table 6 - 3: Summary of resolutions for membrane 4.

Measurement Relationshin Field strength represented bv noise
DC'
(oscilloscope)

Response _ -E,3"

Noise Envelope E:
^ h.s*v ltzov\'1...:.1 - I -t =1.1 kYtm'' \i 37mV \1mm )

DC*AC
(oscilloscope)

Response _ Er.
Noise Envelope E,

- 2.5mV 5V
L.. =_ = 6lVim" 22.5mV 9mm

DC*AC
(lock-in)

RMS Response _ ðr,,
RMSNoise 8,,

u- - 'olmv loomv 
=.31v/m'' .36mV 9mm

(lock-in)
C'A RMS Response _ ð.1,,

RMS Noise E: - 139 V/mE
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6.3 Spnrruc Gollsrnrut Esnunloru

Figure 6 - 13: Deflection vs. voltage test jig.

The simple relationship F = kz (equar.ion 6.20 below) can be used to derive the

spring constant of the membrane. By applying a known voltage/field to the membrane

and measuring the deflection ¿, we can calculate k in equation 6.20 in a similar manner to

section 3.2. However, because of the presence of insulating glass, an effective dielectric

constant (6.19) must be used.

^ 
.a,rLÊtars

"'-.,,,. 
*,..,,,., -u., .T" d"r+dn.,-

I lV:-+2V,^V.^+vl^\tAl "'2fd'1
^z= 

m
k

Where,

Fo, = DC electric field force A = 6.25 mmz

i/oc = applied voltage d,,,,", :dr,",,+d,,,.

e,,. =1 o = d.,,. < 4oo pm
er¡^,=62 d"ø- = loo ¡rm
eo = 8.854 x 10-r'? F/m fr= sp¡ing constant N/m

(6.19)

(6.20)
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Each working membrane was tested in the apparatus illustrated in Figure 6 _ 13 at

voltages of 0,40, 80, and 120 volts. The deflection was measured optically using a

microscope with 4prm of accuracy, giving us a resolution of t2plm.

l

2
o

E-23-
.9€

E.,o

v2

E,.qÈ:
.o -2a:i-
E"'

4AI

-50

Membråno 2

5

0

3¡o

Membranê 6

i- v2

Figure 6 - 14: Membrane deflection vs. applied voltage squared.

Unfortunately, membranes 3 and 6 bottomed out (Figure 6 - 14) during this

experiment. An effect which is likely seen because the membranes are actuated from the

bottom, hence the electric field force is additive with gravity, instead of opposition hke
the previous tests.

¡
,10

.12

.9 -15 S
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Using the average value for 0 and 120 Volts, and assuming the membrane is

originally in plane with the surrounding copper ¿0=0, we can calculate the spring

constants of membranes 1,2 and 4. solving equation 3.16 with a non-uniform dielectric

consisting of a 400¡rm air gap and 100¡rm AF-45 insulating glass plate (er,","= 6.2) we

have

r=!
,,, + (t ø- - Ê",,)- !a!'-

aoi, + a rt,,u

,"o(+\ N
\ ¿- /)-E

Membrane

1 (2.1mm bearns)
2 (1.4mm beams)
4 (2.1mm beams)

F =! .I9¿,..-. ,(s.ss4,r0,,)(6.2sxr0.l uq .l ì{' 2t*,ez-t,(,"fî.. I " 'l1soo'ro 
¡',1

\ 400 + 100/

F, = -1.9149 xl0-6

And obtain the values in Table 6 - 4.

Áz (m)

-10.25pm
-29.25pm
-40.25pm

Fm (prN) k N/m
(F ¡ç/ Lz

(6-21)

(6.22)

(6.23)

(6.24\

0. 187

0.066
0.048

Table 6 - 4 comes from the assumption that the wafer was 400 ¡rm thick and tbe

membrane initially lay in plane with the surrounding copper. If the membrane was offset

some initial distance 20, the force exerted on the membrane and the resulting spring

constant would increase substantially.

Based on these estimated spring constants, the deflection of membrane 4 with a

17kV/m field would be 0.17pm based on the relationship in equation 6.24below.

t^
Fu, _ k\,:o, _ 2','oru DC 

N
F.,,,,,; - i^2",,*, 

: 
t -,^*,
2-ÌI-o. - orn(al

Table 6 - 4: Estimated spring constants for membranes 1,4, and 2
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Simplifying and then solving for Âzo. we have:

(6.2s)

Giving,

(6.26)

Thus we have an approximate deflection for the DC test of membrane 4 to be +0.17pm.

where the sign change comes from the forces being orientated in opposite directions.

Following the above derivation (6.24 To 6.26) with an atmospheric field of 3MV/m,

we obtain a A¿ of 5.2mm. Which implies that stiffer springs would likely be required to

measure the upper range of electric fields expected in practice.

In future work, more care can be taken to measure the total deflection of each

spring. Besides measuring the rest position of the membranes, it will also allow for the

effect of angular changes (equation 5.4) to be accounted for. However, the 4¡rm error due

to backlash (mechanical slip) of the optical microscope make measurements using this

apparatus challenging.

n Ii2
Lzo, = Lz-,,, 1*

elt .l)Ùcat

,f rzo 
)

Azo,=(40.25pn 1 lZ44- ,=--o.t'7um
|.2( r2q- l'

\0.5 x I0- /
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Chapter 7: FUTURE WORK

7.1 Srness

The spring design of the transducer was dominated by concerns about stress. It is
important to note however that this problem is primarily a function of the manufacturing

technology chosen. Different manufacturing techniques which allow you to control

intrinsic stress such as sputtering wjll allow designers more freedom in how to suspend

the membrane. However, the two equal length beams used in this design did resolve the

problem of releasing stress within the transducer springs.

7.2 Cnne AND HANDLING

The membranes survived testing well, however during subsequent demonstrations

and storage (on a klim wipe), they dropped noticeably out of plane with the surrounding

copper structure. This could be a tell-tale sign of the springs catching on the wipe,

charging effects in the Petri-dish, or the connections between beams breaking during

handling (Figure 6 - 3). To prevent this, a small frame to lift up the wafer and protect the

springs should be considered.

7.3 ElecrnoNlc ctRcutr

The original electronics design was based heavily on recommendations from

literature, support staff, and professors. In the culmination of this information, a currenr

path to ground for the v* inputs in the summing/difference junction amplifiers was

omitted. Although the net effect on the system was minimal because of the resistance

values chosen, the problem could be avoided in subsequent runs altogether.

Secondly, because of the low frequency of membrane operation, the capacitive

filtering used to smooth out noise could be eliminated or reduced. This would simplify
both the design and manufacture of future projects.
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7.4 Furune Serup

As an altemative setup and recommendation for future work, this sensor was very

sensitive to low frequency vibrations and air currents. subsequent designers will likely
find much shorter springs viable and less prone to vibration. The resulting higher spring

constants would increase the resonant frequency providing some immunity to noise.

To combat air drafts, the system will need a housing which both completely

surrounds the sensor without isolating it from the electric fields to be measured. Most

likely, this will take place in a conductive chassis with a periodically grounded

conductive top.

Finally, nulling the photodetector position is an important aspect of a beam bounce

based sensor. Future designers should consider how to mount the X-y stage directly to

the chassis. During testing, torque from turning the adjustment screws and slip in the

mechanism made offsets less then *200mv hard to achieve. Additionally, the X-y stage

represented a heavy mass on the end of a mechanical arm. Thus, it's own vibrations

likely contributed to the noise envelope of the system.
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Chapter 8: CONGLUSIONS

This proof-of-concept was a success. It met the stated goal of demonstrating a

micromachined electric field sensor.

The eightspring design presented in section 5.1 supported a 500prg copper/silicon

mass. An optical beam bounce system measured the membrane deflection allowing both

AC and DC fields to be measured. unlike other field sensors, the presence of ionic space

charge should not cause drift in this device. In the proof of concept, the membrane was

connected directly to ground. However, because the small forces involved, this sensor is

prone to noise, especially from low frequency vibration. The optoelectronic circuit
performs well, measuring picometers of movement. Development as a whole was a

success, the micromachined parts survived fabrication, testing, and general use better

then expected. The test platform worked reliably and has potential to be used in future

research. Finally, the testing was a success. working from the results of membrane four,

7kv/m resolution was obtained in DC mode, while 60v/m was obtained in AC mode.

However, an astounding ll3 Y lm resolution was obtained in the biased AC testing. As a

proof-of-concept, this design is worthy of future consideration.
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APPENDICIES

Appendix 1: MEMBRANE CLOSE-UPS



Figure Al - 2: Membrane 2,
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Figure .Al - 3: Membrane 3.
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Figure Al - 4: Membrane 4.



Figure Al - 5: Membrane 5.
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Figure Al - 6: Membrane 6.
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Appendix 2: OUTPUT GRAPHS

The following are graphs produced in MATLAB of the DC and AC response of the system.

Data for these graphs was taken using a 60MHz Agilent digital oscilloscope wirh 8-bir

resolution. Typically, the vertical measurement scale was set to 20mV per division, giving a

resolution of 625*312pV per bit.

Graphs A2-1 to A2-18 show the DC pulse response values. The excitation voltage V"*,, and

measured output voltages V" and V, are given for each membrane. All of the runs on each

membrane are indexed from 0 (run 0,1,2).

While the remaining graphs (42-19 fo A2-49) show the AC response of each membrane.

For the AC case, each membrane was sampled at 1, 10, 20,30,40,50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110,

l20}ìz and additional frequencies measure the natural frequency. These AC results are

organized to show the RMS response and then the actual measured data. Because of the large

number of data sets, groups of 5 plots were used for simplification.
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Figure A2 - 2: DC testing, membrane 1, run l.
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Figure A2 - 3: DC testing, membrane l, run 2.

Figure A2 - 4: DC testing, membrane 2, run 0.
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Figure A2 - 5: DC testing, membrane 2, run 1.
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Figure A2 - 6: DC testing, membrane 2, run 2.
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Figure A2 - 7: DC testing, membrane 3, run 0.
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Figure A2 - 8: DC tesfing, membrane 3, run 1.
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Figure A2 - 11: DC testing, membrane 4, run 1.
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Figure A2 - 14: DC testing, membrane 5, run l.
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Figure A2 - 16: DC testing, membrane 6, run 0.
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Figure A2 - 17: DC testing, membrane 6, run 1.
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Figure A2 - 19: Membrane 1, RMS frequency response.
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Figure A2 - 20: Membrane 1, AC testing 221 to 225Hz



Figure A2 - 21: Membrane 1, AC testing220,2l9,2lï,2l7,and2l7Hz.
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Figure A2 - 23: Membrane 2, RMS frequency response.
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Figure A2 - 24: Membrane 2, AC testing I to 40H2.



Figure A2 - 25: Membrane 2, AC testing 50 to 90IIz.
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Figure A2 - 26: Membrane 2, AC testing I00, 110, 110 105, and 95H2.
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Figure A2 - 27: Membrane 3, RMS frequency response.
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Figure A2 - 28: Membrane 3, AC testing I to 40H2.
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Figure A2 - 29: Membrane 3, AC testing 50 to 90tlz.
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Figure A2 - 30: Membrane 3, AC testing 100, 110, 120,130, and ll7ldz.
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Figure A2 - 31: Membrane 3, AC testing 76IIz.
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X'igure A2 - 32: Membrane 4, RMS frequency response (runl).
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Figure A2 - 33: Membrane 4, AC testing 1 to 40Hz (runl).
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Figure A2 - 35: Membrane 4, AC testing 100,200,300,400, 1600IIz (runl).
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Figure A2 - 37: Membrane 4, RMS frequency response (run2).
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Figure A2 - 38: Membrane 4, AC testing I to 40Hz (run2).
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Figure A2 - 39: Membrane 4, AC testing 50 to 90IIz (run2).

X'igure A2 - 40: Membrane 4, AC testing 100 to 140tlz (run2).



Figure A2 - 4l: Membrane 4, AC testing 150, 96, 131H2 (run2).
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Figure A2 - 46: Membrane 6, RMS frequency response.
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Figure A2 - 47: Membrane 6, AC testing I to 40H2.
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Figure A2 - 48: Membrane 6, AC testing 50 to 90H2.

Figure A2 - 49: Membrane 6, AC testing 98.8 and 96tlz.



Appendix 3: Parts

The laser and photodiode were purchased to coincide with existing equipment in the

lab. The vendors for this equipment were recommended because of their delivery times,

and willingness to deal with single unit orders. Most of the optical alignment system

pieces were built from stock aluminum in the departments machine shop. The electronics

were constructed from manufacturer recommended circuits for precision alignment

detection.

To be specific, most purchased components were selected primarily based upon

recommendations by Doug Thomson. Subsequently, the selected vendors dealt in single

unit orders and were compatible with existing equipment in the laboratory.

APPENDIX 3.1 Laser

A class II laser [20] was chosen for this device because of its relative safety. Class

II lasers are visible and have powers up to 1mW. The safety in these devices comes from

the fact thât your eye can blink in response to the intense visible light before serious eye

damage is done.

The laser chosen from Power Technology, Inc. (PTI) was a continuous wave

0.87mW, 635nm laser, model number PMOI (635-58)G3. This laser module is designed

as a complete unit with constant power output. It is packaged with all the required optics

and electronics, requiring only the addition of a standard 6V alkaline battery for

operation.,'

t PTI also sells a separate power supply allowing this device to be operated with regulatory compliance.
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APPENDIX 3.2 Quad-cell Photodiode

The quad-cell photodiode was purchased from Advanced Photonix Inc., because

they handle small volume orders. The following information in this appendix comes

from the data sheet 1221. For more complete information on bi-cell and quadrant

photodiodes consult information from other vendors for example application note 13,

April 1982, on the UDT web site [21].

Table A2 - 1: Specifications for the quad-cell photodiode [221

Parl Number sD 380-23-21-051
Total Area Per Element r7.8 mm'
Minimum Shunt Resistance 100 MO
Dark Currentl at 5V tvpical 5.0 nA
Dark Current at 5V maximum 2',7.O nA
Breakdown Voltase at 10uA 50
Tvnical caoacitance at 0V 375 ÞF
Tvoical caoacitance at l0V 75 pF
NEP at 632.8nm 5.2x10'o WltHz.
NEP at 950nm 3.0x10-'' Wlt/Hz.
Tvoical Iisht oower densitv 10 mWcm'
Tvoical resoonse time at l0V 30 NS
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Figure A3 - 1: Quad-cell photodiode spectral response [22].
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Figure A3 - 2: Quad-cell photodiode dimensions [22].



"Quadrant and bi-cell photodetectors work on the principle of having two or four

separate photodiode elements separated by a small gap (2-12 micrometers) (Fig. 7).

These elements are generally masked onto a common substrate so that their cathode is

shared; however, the juxtaposition of discrete devices is also performed on occasion. The

anode or active area of each element is individually contacted so that a light spot

illuminating a single quadrant may be electrically characterized as being only in that

quadrant. As this spot is translated across the detector, its energy is distributed between

adjacent elements, and the difference in electrical contribution to each segment defines its

relative position with respect to the center if the device." [211

APPENDIX 3.2.1 X-Y alignment stage

For reference, the X-Y stage was a DS-4Oxy manually adjusted optical stage from

Newport. It has a +/- 0.25 inch travel in both the x and y directions. With a 80 threads

per inch screw, it could obtain 3um resolution. Since a micrometer was not required to

align the detector, the manual adjustement screws and minimal play in this device were

reasons for its selection.

"Dovetail stages are preferred for small travel 'set, lock, and forget'
applications. They are much less susceptible to shock a¡d vibration than
bearing stages. These DS series dovetail stages incorporate precision
preloaded dovetail slides with an 80 TPI drive screw for precision
positioning, hex head adjustment for tamper resistance, and an integral
locking mechanism for high stability.

The compact size and critical features of these stages make them
ideal for OEM applications. The modularity aliows reconfiguration for
research applications." [251
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Appendix 4: Additional Readings

R. Bartnikas (ed), Engineering Dielectrics Volume IIB, Electical Properties of Solid

Insulating Materials: Measurement Techniques, (ASTM S?"lP 926), American Society for

Tesring and Marerials, Philadelphia, PA, 1987, ISBN 0-8031-0491-X

Douglas L. Cohen, Demystifiiing Electromúgnetic Equations: A Complete Explanation of

EM Unit Systems and Equation Transformations, SPIE--The International Society for

Optical Engineering, 2001, ISBN 0819442348.

Marvin M. Frydenlund, Lightning Protection for People and Property, Van Nostrand

Reinhold, New York, NY, 1993, ISBN 0-442-01338-8.

Brian Stark, MEMS Reliability Assurance Guidelines for Space Applications, JPL

Publication 99-1, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Jet Propulsion

Laboratory California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California, January 1999.

John N. Chubb, "Two New Designs of 'Field Mill' Type Fieldmeters not Requiring

Earthing of Rotating Chopper", IEEE Transactions on Industn) Applications, volume 26,

no. 6, November/December 1990.

John Chubb, Electrostatic Measurements: Opportunities and Applications, VTT
Automation, Electrostatics Measurements Lectures, Helsinki, }r4.ay 4, 2000

H. Guckel et al, "A sirnple technique for the determination of mechanical strain in thin

films with applications to polysilicon", Journal of Applied Physics, volume 57, no. 5,

March 1985.

M. Horenstein, "Measuring surface charge with a noncontacting voltmeter,,, Conference

Record of the IndusTry Applications Socie\) Annual Meeting, 1993, vol.3,IEEE, 1993, pp

1811- 1816
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K. Kawamura et al, "Design and Development of New Electrostatic Voltmeter Using

Strain Gauge", IEEE Transactions on Industy Applications, volume 25, issue 3, May-

June 1989, pp 563 - 568.

David T. Read, "Young's modulus of thin fitms by speckle interferometry', Measurement

Science and Technology, volume 9, 1998, pp 676-695

P. S Riehl et al, "Elecfrostatic charge and field sensors based on micromechanical

resonators", Journal of Microelectromechanlcal, Systems, volume 12, issue 5, Oct. 2003,

pp 577 - 589

D. M. Taylor, "Measuring techniques for electrostatic s" , Journal of Electrostatics.

volume 5l-52, May 2001, pp 502-508.

William.8. Vosteen, "A high speed electrostatic voltmeter technique", Conference

Record of the Industry Applications Society Annual Meeting, I988, vol.2,IEEE, 1988,

pp 1617 - 1619.

William E. Vosteen, "A review of current electrostatic measurement techniques and their

limitations', Electrical Overstress Exposition April 24-2ó, Munroe Electronics, 1984.
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